Recycle Right Activity Book

Color this page!

www.cabq.gov/solidwaste
Crack the Codes!

1. These items are not recyclable in your household recycle cart. Please bring them to a local retailer to recycle.

2. The 3 R’s in Albuquerque Recycling are: ____, ____, and ____.

3. Recycling just one ____ saves enough energy to power a T.V. for three hours.

4. When recycling at home, leave items ____ and not ____ in the recycling cart.

Secret Decoder

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{🗑️} & = & a & \quad \text{🥤} & = & d & \quad \text{♻️} & = & i \\
\text{📦} & = & b & \quad \text{📦} & = & e & \quad \text{📅} & = & l \\
\text{💧} & = & c & \quad \text{🔥} & = & g & \quad \text{🌵} & = & m \\
\text{🚀} & = & n & \quad \text{🐦} & = & r & \quad \text{🦎} & = & y \\
\text{🔥} & = & o & \quad \text{Trash Bin} & = & s \\
\text{🚚} & = & p & \quad \text{Trash Truck} & = & t
\end{array}
\]
Recycle Right!

Write the container number next to the item to show where the item should be placed for collection.

1. [ ]  [ ]  8. [ ]  15. [ ]  16. [ ]
2. [ ]  [ ]  9. [ ]  17. [ ]
3. [ ]  [ ]  10. [ ]  18. [ ]
4. [ ]  [ ]  11. [ ]  19. [ ]
5. [ ]  12. [ ]  20. [ ]
6. [ ]  13. [ ]  21. [ ]
Unscramble the Words!

1. pareP
2. aCn
3. adrCbaord
4. ewsNprape
5. cyceleR
6. duecRe
7. uRese
8. 1lfLnda
9. Mtela
10. astWe
11. gJu

Hint: The word begins with the capital bold letter.
Identify the materials that don't belong in the recycle cart

Put an **X** next to the items that are **NOT** recyclable.

1. [Image of a box of cereal]
2. [Image of paper]
3. [Image of a potato chip bag]
4. [Image of a milk carton]
5. [Image of a candy]
6. [Image of a pizza box]
7. [Image of a yogurt container]
8. [Image of a cardboard box]
9. [Image of a newspaper]
10. [Image of a crumpled piece of paper]
11. [Image of a plastic container]
12. [Image of a banana peel]
13. [Image of a plastic bottle]
14. [Image of a piece of clothing]
15. [Image of a garden hose]
16. [Image of a can]